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Abstract
We study the absolute continuity of the measures δ
eX1
 · · ·  δ
eXm
and of (δ
eX
)l on the Riemannian
symmetric spaces X of noncompact type for nonzero elements Xj , X ∈ a. For m, l  r + 1, where r is
the rank of X, the considered convolutions have a density. We conjecture that the condition m, l  r + 1 is
necessary. The conjecture is proved for the symmetric spaces of type An−1. Moreover, the minimal value
of l is determined, in function of the irregularity of X.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a semisimple noncompact connected Lie group with finite center, and let K be
a maximal compact subgroup of G and X = G/K the corresponding Riemannian symmetric
space of noncompact type.
We have a Cartan decomposition g = k + p and we choose a maximal Abelian subalgebra a
of p. In what follows, Σ corresponds to the root system of the pair (g,a) and Σ+ to the positive
roots. This implies that we have chosen a set of simple positive roots α1, . . . , αr where r = dima
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Recall that k, the Lie algebra of K , can be described as
k = span{Xα + θXα: Xα ∈ gα, α ∈ Σ+ ∪ {0}}
where θ is the Cartan automorphism. Let n =∑α∈Σ+ gα and denote the groups corresponding
to the Lie algebras a and n by A and N respectively.
Let W = M ′/M be the Weyl group (M ′ ⊂ K is the normalizer of a in K i.e. k ∈ M ′ if
Ad(k)a ⊂ a while M ⊂ K is its centralizer, i.e., k ∈ M if Ad(k)H = H for all H ∈ a).
When appropriate, we will not distinguish between w ∈ W and w ∈ M ′ ⊂ K . On the other
hand, to denote the action of w on X ∈ a, we will write w · X. We then have ew·X = Ad(w)eX
[6, Chapter VII, Proposition 2.2].
Let a+ = {H ∈ A: α(H) > 0 ∀α ∈ Σ+} and A+ = exp(a+). For any g ∈ G, g = k1ea(g)k2
(Cartan decomposition) where a(g) ∈ a+ is uniquely determined by g. Note that a(k1gk2) =
a(g) for all ki ∈ K and all g ∈ G. We also have g = keH(g)n (Iwasawa decomposition).
Let mK denote the Haar measure of the group K and let  be the convolution on the group G.
For X ∈ a we define δ
eX
= mK  δeX  mK .
The measure δ
eX
is the uniform measure on the orbit KeXK of the element eX . By the Cartan
decomposition G = KAK , all the K-orbits KgK , g ∈ G, have the form KeXK .
In this article we address the question of absolute continuity of the convolutions δ
eX1
 · · · 
δ

eXm
, of (δ
eX
)l and, more generally of μ1  · · · μm and μl for K-biinvariant non-negative, finite
measures μj , μ (in what follows, “a measure” will always mean a non-negative, finite measure).
This question is important from the point of view of probability and potential theory on groups.
The smoothing effect of the convolution is essential in the study of random walks on groups (see
for example [8,9,11]). The measures, with a certain convolution power allowing an absolutely
continuous part, are called spread out.
Ragozin showed in [12] that for any Riemannian symmetric space G/K and any
(Xj )j=1,...,m ⊂ a, Xj = 0, the measure δ
eX1
 · · ·  δ
eXm
is absolutely continuous for m 
dim(G/K). We prove in this article a much stronger property, namely the absolute continuity for
m r + 1, where r is the rank of X.
The subject of this article is closely related to the so-called product formula on symmetric
spaces of noncompact type. If λ is a complex-valued linear form on a, the corresponding spheri-
cal function is
φλ
(
eH
)= ∫
K
e(iλ−ρ)(H(eH k)) dk (1)
where ρ = (1/2)∑α∈Σ+ mαα (mα denotes the multiplicity of the root α). In [7, (32), p. 480],
Helgason shows that a Weyl-invariant measure μX,Y exists on the Lie algebra a such that
φλ
(
eX
)
φλ
(
eY
)= ∫ φλ(eH )dμX,Y (H). (2)a
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called the “product formula”
φλ
(
eX
)
φλ
(
eY
)= ∫
a
φλ
(
eH
)
k(H,X,Y )δ(H)dH.
Following the same reasoning, it is easy to show that a Weyl-invariant measure μX1,...,Xm
exists such that
φλ
(
eX1
) · · ·φλ(eXm)= ∫
a
φλ
(
eH
)
dμX1,...,Xm(H). (3)
The measure μX1,...,Xm satisfies
∫
Km−1
f
(
eX1k1e
X2 · · ·km−1eXm
)
dk1 · · ·dkm−1 =
∫
a
f
(
eH
)
dμX1,...,Xm(H) (4)
for all continuous functions f which are biinvariant under the action of K . It follows that
the measure |W | × μX1,...,Xm |a+ is the image on a+, by the map g 	→ a(g) of the measure
mX1,...,Xm = δeX1  · · ·  δ

eXm
. In particular, the existence of the density of the measure μX1,...,Xm
on a is equivalent to the existence of the density of mX1,...,Xm on G, with respect to the invariant
measure dg. Thus the absolute continuity of mX1,...,Xm is equivalent to a formula for a product
of m spherical functions on G/K .
In the first part of this article (Section 2), we show that for a Riemannian symmetric space
of noncompact type of rank r , the measure mX1,...,Xr+1 is absolutely continuous provided that
Xi = 0 ∀i. We improve in this way the results of [12]. We conjecture that r +1 is optimal for this
property (Conjecture 10). We also prove some other properties of the support and of the density
of mX1,...,Xm .
In the second part of the article (Section 3), we prove that Conjecture 10 is verified on the
spaces X = SL(n,F)/SU(n,F) where F = R, C or H (Corollary 18).
When X ∈ ∂a+, it is important to determine what is the smallest value of l which guarantees
the absolute continuity of (δ
eX
)l in function of the irregularity of X (recall that l = 2 when
X ∈ a+). In Theorem 17, we give a sufficient and necessary condition on l to ensure that (δ
eX
)l
has a density.
2. Existence of the density of δ
eX1
 ··· δ
eXm
We present in this section some general results concerning the measures δ
eX1
 · · ·  δ
eXm
on
Riemannian symmetric spaces both of noncompact and compact type. Corollaries 6, 7, 8 and 9
are proved for the noncompact type. We conjecture that they also hold in the compact case.
It is clear by (4) that the support of μX1,...,Xm is included in the union of the orbits of
a(eX1KeX2K · · · eXm−1KeXm) ⊂ a+ under the action of the Weyl group. We will show that these
sets are in fact equal.
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Lemma 1. Suppose that X1, . . . ,Xm ∈ a with m 2. Then
supp(mX1,...,Xm) = KeX1K · · ·KeXmK, (5)
supp(μX1,...,Xm) ∩ a+ = a
(
eX1K · · ·KeXm). (6)
Consequently, supp(μX1,...,Xm) = W · a(eX1K · · ·KeXm).
Proof. Formula (5) comes from the fact that on a topological group supp(μ ∗ ν) =
supp(μ) supp(ν). Given that μX1,...,Xm(B) = mX1,...,Xm(a−1(B)) for any Borel subset B of a+,
formula (6) follows. 
Definition 2. We will write SX1,...,Xm = a(eX1K · · ·KeXm) for the support of μX1,...,Xm |a+ .
Theorem 3. Let X = G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact or compact type of
rank r . Let X1, . . . ,Xr ∈ a be nonzero. Then
SX1,...,Xr ∩ a+ = ∅.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that X is irreducible and that Xi ∈ a+ for
each i.
We use induction on the rank r . If r = 1 then this result is obvious since SX1 = {X1} and
X1 = 0 is then equivalent to X1 ∈ a+.
Suppose that the result is true for all symmetric spaces of rank less than r , r  2. If X1 +· · ·+
Xr ∈ a+ then there is nothing to prove since X1 + · · · + Xr ∈ SX1,...,Xr . Suppose therefore that
X1 + · · · + Xr ∈ ∂a+.
Let α1, . . . , αr be a basis of positive simple roots. There exists j such that αj (Xi) = 0 for
each i.
Let us remove the root αj and all edges attached to αj from the Dynkin diagram D corre-
sponding to the root system of X. By [10, p. 171], the resulting diagram D′ is a Dynkin diagram.
Each connected component of D′ is the Dynkin diagram of an irreducible symmetric space.
Indeed, looking at the classification of the irreducible Dynkin diagrams (see for example [1]),
we can see that D′ has at most three components. Refer to Fig. 1 for an example with the root
system D8.
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In particular, we define
k′ = Lie{Xαl + θXαl , l = j, 0 = Xαl ∈ gαl } ⊂ k,
a′ = span{Hαl , l = j} ⊂ a, where Hαl = [Xαl , θXαl ] ∈ a,
n′ =
⊕
α∈Σ+(D′)
gα ⊂ n,
where Σ(D′) ⊂ Σ(D) is the root system corresponding to D′ and Σ+(D′) = Σ(D′)∩Σ+(D).
Then g′ = k′ + a′ + n′. We have rank(G′/K ′) = dima′ = r − 1. Let b denote the orthogonal
complement of a′ in a. For each Xi ∈ a, i = 1, . . . , r − 1, we write the orthogonal decomposition
Xi = X′i + Yi, X′ ∈ a′, Yi ∈ b.
We have X′i = 0 for each i since otherwise αl(Xi) = 〈Xi,Hαl 〉 = 〈Yi,Hαl 〉 = 0 for all l = j .
Together with αj (Xi) = 0, this would imply Xi = 0.
We can thus apply the induction hypothesis to eX′1K ′eX′2K ′ · · · eX′r−1 .
It follows that there exist V ∈ a, k′′1 , k′′2 and k′i ∈ K ′ such that
k′′1eV k′′2 = eX
′
1k′1eX
′
2k′′2 · · ·k′r−2eX
′
r−1 (7)
with αl(V ) > 0, l = j (i.e. U ∈ (a′)+).
Observe that if Y ∈ b and l = j then [Y,Xαl +θXαl ] = αl(Y )(Xαl −θXαl ) = 0. Consequently,
eY commutes with elements of K ′; combining this fact with
∑r−1
i=1 Yi ∈ b and (7), we have
k′′1eV k′′2e
∑r−1
i=1 Yi = eX′1k′1eX
′
2k′2 · · ·k′r−2eX
′
r−1e
∑r−1
i=1 Yi ,
k′′1eV+
∑r−1
i=1 Yi k′′2 = eX
′
1+Y1k′1eX
′
2+Y2k′2 · · ·k′r−2eX
′
r−1+Yr−1 ,
k′′1eV+
∑r−1
i=1 Yi k′′2 = eX1k′1eX2k′2 · · ·k′r−2eXr−1 .
Now, αl(V +∑r−1i=1 Yi) = αl(V ) > 0 for all l = j . If αj (V +∑r−1i=1 Yi) = 0 then this means
that
a
(
eX1K ′eX2K ′ · · · eXr−1)∩ a+ = ∅
and the theorem follows. Otherwise, let U = V +∑r−1i=1 Yi . We have αl(U) > 0 for l = j and
αj (U) = 0.
Since a(eUKeXr ) ⊂ SX1,...,Xr , it suffices to show that a(eUKeXr )∩ a+ = ∅. If U +Xr ∈ a+,
we are done. If U + Xr /∈ a+ then αj (U + Xr) = 0 and αj (U) = 0.
We claim that there exists a positive root γ ∈ R(D) such that γ (Xr) > 0, γ (U) > 0 and
αj (Hγ ) = 0. Indeed, denote B = {β simple positive root: αj (Hβ) = 0}. Observe that αj ∈ B .
As Xr = 0, there exists a simple positive root α˜ = αj such that α˜(Xr) > 0. Let D˜ be the
connected component of D′ containing the vertex α˜. Let s be the string of vertices of D con-
necting α˜ to αj . Then by [1, Corollary 3b), p. 173], γ :=∑ β is a positive root and γ has allβ∈s
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αj (Hγ ) = 〈αj , γ 〉 = 0). The claim is thus proved.
Consider, for γ as given above, Z = Xγ + θXγ , where Xγ is a nonzero root vector associated
with the root γ . By the proof of [3, Corollary 3.3], eUetZeXr = k1(t)eH(t)k2(t) with
H(t) = U + Xr + SHγ t2 + O
(
t3
)
where S = 0 and Hγ = [Xγ , θXγ ] ∈ a is such that γ (H) = 〈H,Hγ 〉.
Now, for l = j , αl(U + Xr) = αl(U) + αl(Xr)  αl(U) > 0 which means that there exists
Tl > 0 such that αl(H(t)) > 0 for 0 t  Tl . On the other hand,
αj
(
H(t)
)= αj (U + Xr + SHγ t2 + O(t3))= Sαj (Hγ )t2 + O(t3).
Since αj (Hγ ) = 0 we infer that αj (H(t)) = 0 for t > 0 which is small enough, say for 0 <
t  Tj . Taking T = min{Tl}, we have H(t) ∈ W · a+ provided that 0 < t  T and consequently
a(eUetZeXr ) ∈ a+. This allows us to conclude since a(eUetZeXr ) ∈ a(eUKeXr ) for each t . 
Example 4. Let us illustrate the reduction made in the proof of Theorem 3 on the example
X = SL(5,R)/SO(5). The space a is composed of diagonal matrices with trace 0. Consider
nonzero matrices X1,X2,X3,X4 ∈ a. Suppose that αj = α3, α3(H) = H3 − H4 annihilates all
Xi ’s. Then G′ =
[ SL(3) 0
0 SL(2)
]
, K ′ = [ SO(3) 00 SO(2)], a′ = {diag[a1, a2, a3, a4,−a4]: ai ∈ R} ∩ a,
and its orthogonal complement b = {diag[b1, b1, b1, b2, b2]: bi ∈ R} ∩ a. The positive root γ
constructed in the claim proved above will have the form γ (H) = Hi − H4 with i = 1 or i = 2
or γ (H) = H3 − H5. One of these roots does not annihilate X4.
In order to apply Theorem 3 to the convolution δ
eX1
 · · ·  δ
eXr
 δ

eXr+1 we need the following
version of the product formula.
Lemma 5. If X ∈ a+ and Y = 0 then a(eXKeY ) has a non-empty interior.
Proof. By [3, Proposition 4.7], the density of μX,Y exists. The absolute continuity of μX,Y is
equivalent to a(eXKeY )◦ = ∅. 
Corollary 6. Let G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type and let r be the
rank of G/K . Suppose X1, . . . ,Xr+1 ∈ a are nonzero. Then
SX1,...,Xr+1 = a
(
eX1KeX2K · · · eXrKeXr+1)
has a non-empty interior.
Proof. Theorem 3 ensures the existence of U ∈ SX1,...,Xr ∩ a+. Since U ∈ a+ and Xr+1 = 0, we
can conclude by Lemma 5 that a(eUKeXr+1)◦ = ∅. Given that a(eUKeXr+1) ⊂ SX1,...,Xr+1 , the
result follows. 
Corollary 7. Let G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type and rank r .
Let m  r + 1 and let X1, . . . ,Xm ∈ a be nonzero. Then the measure μX1,...,Xm has a density
k(H,X1, . . . ,Xm) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on a.
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in Corollary 6. If we have S◦X1,...,Xm−1 = ∅ for m− 1 r + 1, then SX1,...,Xm−1 ∩ a+ = ∅ and the
reasoning in Corollary 7 allows us to conclude that S◦X1,...,Xm = ∅. 
Corollary 8. Let G be a semisimple noncompact Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup
of K with a finite center. Let r be the rank of the symmetric space G/K . Let μ1, . . . ,μm, m 
r + 1, be probability measures which are biinvariant under the action of K . If these measures
“do not charge the origin” (i.e. μi(K) = 0 for each i) then μ1  · · ·  μm has a density given by
the formula
∫
am
k(H,X1, . . . ,Xm)dμ˜1(X1) · · ·dμ˜m(Xm)
where the measures μ˜i on a are projections of μi ’s on a defined by μ˜i(B) = μi(KeBK) for
Borel sets B ⊂ a+.
Proof. Straightforward if one uses the fact that (μ1  · · ·  μm)̂ (λ) =∏mi=1 μˆi(λ) and the injec-
tivity of the spherical Fourier transform. 
Corollary 9. Suppose that G is a semisimple noncompact Lie group and that the rank is r . If
X ∈ a, X = 0 then (δX)r+1 is absolutely continuous.
We conjecture that the exponent r + 1 in Corollaries 7, 8 and 9 is optimal.
Conjecture 10. Let r be the rank of the symmetric space G/K . There exists X ∈ a, X = 0, such
that (δX)r is a singular measure.
In Corollary 18 of Section 3, we will prove that Conjecture 10 is verified in the case G =
SL(n,F) where F = R, C or H.
Recall from [3] that when G/K is any Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type
and X1, . . . ,Xm ∈ a+, then already for m = 2 there exists a density k(H,X1,X2) of μX1,X2 . In
[4, Theorem 3.8] we gave an integral expression of this density in all cases except a finite number
of low dimensional spaces. We now generalize this formula for m > 2. Note that for m 4, the
formula (8) is shown to hold for all Riemannian symmetric spaces and that for m = 3 only the
space SL(2,R)/SO(2) is not covered by our proof.
Theorem 11. Suppose that G/K is a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type. Let
m 4 and let X1, . . . ,Xm ∈ a+. Then the density of the measure μX1,...,Xm is equal
k(H,X1, . . . ,Xm) = |W |−1
∫
a∗
φλ
(
eX1
) · · ·φλ(eXm)φλ(eH )∣∣c(λ)∣∣−2 dλ. (8)
Proof. We just need to adapt the proof of [4, Theorem 3.8]. The estimates of spherical functions
found in [2] are the main ingredient. 
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the formula (8) is G = SL(2,R). Recall that for m = 2, the formula (8) is not proved for G =
SL(n,R), n 4, SL(2,C), SO(1, q), q  2, SO(p, q), 2 p  q  3, SU(2,2), Sp(2,R) and
SO∗(4).
3. Absolute continuity of convolutions on symmetric spaces of type An−1
From now on, G = SL(n,F) and K = SU(n,F) with F = R, C or H. In particular, if g ∈ G
then a(g) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the logarithm of the singular values
of g in decreasing order.
We say that p = [p1,p2, . . . , pM ] is a partition of n if p1  p2  · · · pM > 0 and∑pi = n.
For any X ∈ a, there exists a permutation σ ∈ Sn such that
σ · X = diag[ p1︷ ︸︸ ︷x1, . . . , x1,
p2︷ ︸︸ ︷
x2, . . . , x2, . . . ,
pM︷ ︸︸ ︷
xM, . . . , xM
]
and p1  p2  · · ·  pM (we suppose that the xi ’s are real and distinct). The partition p =
[p1,p2, . . . , pM ] is said to be associated to X. We then say that p is the configuration of X and
that X is a realization of the configuration p. We write X ∈ p.
Definition 13. Let G = SL(n,F) and let X, Y ∈ a. Let p, respectively q , be the partitions asso-
ciated to X and Y . We say that X and Y are eligible if p1 + q1  n and, if n > 2 is even,
X = a
[
In/2 0
0 −In/2
]
or Y = b
[
In/2 0
0 −In/2
]
.
In the present section, we repeatedly use the following result of the paper [5] and its corollary.
Theorem 14. Let G = SL(n,F) and let X,Y ∈ a. Then the measure μX,Y is absolutely continu-
ous if and only if X and Y are eligible.
Corollary 15. If X and Y are eligible then the interior of a(eXKeY ) is non-empty.
Proof. This corollary follows from Theorem 14 in the same way as Lemma 5 from the product
formula in [3, Proposition 4.7]. 
We start with a discussion of the dimension of the orbits KgK = K . The nonzero element
X ∈ a such that the orbit KeXK has the lowest dimension will provide an example of an orbital
measure such that (δ
eX
)n−1 is singular.
Proposition 16. If g ∈ SL(n,F) \ K then
dim(KgK) dimK + (n − 1)dimR F.
This minimum is attained if and only if a(g) has configuration [n − 1,1].
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k1eXk2 ∈ KgK to be su(n,F)k1eXk2 + k1eXsu(n,F)k2, which has the same dimension as the
space UX = e−Xsu(n,F)eX + su(n,F).
We will concentrate on the case F = H (quaternions) with m = 4 for illustration purpose. Let
Ep,q be the matrix of size n × n which is zero everywhere except for the entry (p, q) where it
is 1.
The usual basis of su(n,H) is given by
{
a(Ep,p − En,n),p < n,Ep,q − Eq,p,p < q,a(Ep,q + Eq,p),p < q
} (9)
where a = i, j or k.
Given that e−XEp,qeX = eXq−XpEp,q , the portion e−Xsu(n,F)eX of UX produces the ma-
trices eXq−XpEp,q − eXp−XqEq,p and a(eXq−XpEp,q + eXp−XqEq,p), p < q , which, together
with the matrices in (9) are linearly independent provided Xp = Xq . Hence,
dimUX = dim su(n,F) + m · #
{
(p, q)
∣∣Xp = Xq} dim su(n,F) + m(n − 1).
The last inequality is a simple combinatorial problem. The inequality becomes an equality only
if Xp = x for some p and Xq = y = x for all q = p. 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. Corollary 18 proves that Conjecture 10 is
verified for the symmetric spaces of type An−1. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 17.
Theorem 17. Suppose that 0 = X ∈ a has the configuration [p1,p2, . . . , pM ]. Denote the maxi-
mal block length p = p1 and let q = n − p1 = p2 + · · · + pM .
Then (δX)l is absolutely continuous if and only if l  n/q , except in the case where X has the
configuration [n/2, n/2] with n  4. In that case, (δX)l is absolutely continuous if and only if
l  3.
Corollary 18. Suppose that X has the configuration [n − 1,1] with n 2. Then (δX)l is abso-
lutely continuous if and only if l  n.
Proof of the necessity in Theorem 17. The proof consists of two steps.
Step 1. Let X = diag[
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
u0, . . . , u0, u1, . . .] and Y = diag[
n−q︷ ︸︸ ︷
v0, . . . , v0, v1, . . .], where q+1 k  n,
q  1. Then each element of a(eXSU(n,F)eY ) has at least k − q entries equal to u0 + v0.
The proof of Step 1 is based on the decomposition [5, Lemma 7]
SU(n,F) =
[
SU(q + 1,F) 0
0 In−q−1
][
1 0
0 SU(n − 1,F)
][
SU(n − q,F) 0
0 Iq
]
.
It follows that
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(
eXSU(n,F)eY
)= a([ eu0+v0 00 a(eX′SU(n − 1,F)eY ′)
])
(10)
where X′ = diag([
k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
u0, . . . , u0, u1, . . .]) and Y ′ = diag([
n−q−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
v0, . . . , v0, v1, . . .]).
The result follows from induction on n (the result is straightforward for n = 2).
Step 2. Let l  1 and suppose that 1  q < n/l. Suppose that X ∈ SL(n,F) is a real diagonal
matrix with a block of size p = n−q made out of x’s. Let Sl = a(eXK · · ·KeX), where the factor
eX appears l times while the factor K appears l − 1 times.
If l < n/q then each element of Sl has at least n− ql components equal to lx. Thus if l < n/q
then S◦l = ∅.
We use induction on l. If l = 1, the result is clearly true. Assume that it is true for l − 1. Let
l  2 and suppose that q < n/l. Observe then that q < n/(l − 1). For elements of Sl−1, the entry
(l − 1)x is repeated at least n − q(l − 1) times by the induction hypothesis. Note also that
Sl =
⋃
Y∈Sl−1
a
(
eXKeY
)
.
We now use Step 1 with k replaced by n− q , q replaced by q(l − 1), v0 replaced by (l − 1)x
and u0 replaced by x. Note that the condition q + 1 k of Step 1 becomes q(l − 1)+ 1 n− q
which is clearly satisfied. Step 2 is proved.
Step 2 and, in the case of X with configuration [n/2, n/2], Theorem 14, prove the necessity
part of Theorem 17. 
Proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 17. The proof contains 4 steps. In what follows, ∗︸︷︷︸
q
de-
notes a partition of q and N · 1 denotes the partition [1, . . . ,1].
Step 1. Suppose that X,Y ∈ a have configurations [p, ∗︸︷︷︸
q
] (i.e. p is the maximal block length
both of X and of Y ) and q = n−p  p (equivalently, p  n/2). Then there exists a continuum of
elements in a(eXKeY ) with the configuration [p − q, (2q) · 1]. If x (respectively y) is repeated
p times in X (respectively in Y ) then the p − q identical components of these elements equal
x + y.
Without loss of generality, we can write X = diag[
p−q︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x; x, x1, . . . , x, xq ] and Y =
diag[
p−q︷ ︸︸ ︷
y, . . . , y; y, y1, . . . , y, yq ]. Let
K0 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Ip−q
SU(2,F)
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎦⊂ SU(n,F).SU(2,F)
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knowledge of the rank one case implies that in a generic case, the other 2q components are all
different.
Step 2. Suppose that the configuration of X is [p1, q1 ·1] with p1  q1 and that the configuration
of Y is [p2, ∗︸︷︷︸
q2
], with p2 > p1, p1 + q1 = n = p2 + q2. Let p3 = p1 − q2 and q3 = n − p3.
Then a(eXKeY ) contains a continuum of elements having the configuration [p3, q3 · 1].
Without loss of generality, we may assume that X = diag[
p3+q2︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x, u1, . . . , uq1 ], Y =
diag[
p3+q1︷ ︸︸ ︷
y, . . . , y, v1, . . . , vq2] and K0 =
[ Ip3 0
0 SU(q3,F)
]
. Let X′ and Y ′ be the lower q3 × q3 sub-
matrices of X and Y respectively. We have
a
(
eXK0e
Y
)= [ (x + y)Ip3 00 a(eX′SU(q3,F)eY ′)
]
.
The configurations of X′ and Y ′ are [q2, q1 · 1] and [q1, ∗︸︷︷︸
q2
] respectively, with q1 > q2. As
q1 +q2  n and X′, Y ′ do not have the configuration [n/2, n/2] with n 4, we see that X′ and Y ′
are eligible. Thus, by Corollary 15, a(eX′SU(q3,F)eY
′
) has a non-empty interior and therefore
contains a continuum of points with configuration q3 · 1. Step 2 follows.
Step 3. Case p = n/2.
Let us first consider the case where X has two blocks of size q = n/2. Suppose that l = 3.
From Step 1, we note that a(eXKeX) contains a continuum of elements in a+. The absolute
continuity of (δ
eX
)3 follows from Lemma 5.
The case p = n/2, X = [n/2, n/2] and l = 2 is included in Theorem 14.
Step 4. Case p > n/2.
Let l be the smallest integer greater than or equal to n/q . Write l = ∑ms=1 2js . We set
Z(0) = {X} and Z(j) = a(eXKeXKeX · · ·KeX), where eX is appearing 2j times, when j  1.
Suppose first that m > 1. Then 2jm < l and consequently, for s = 1, . . . ,m, all the numbers
n − 2js q  n − 2jmq > 0. We apply Step 1 j1 times to the first 2j1 terms of the convolution
(δ

eX
)l , etc. When js  1, we find that Zs := Z(js) contains a non-empty (in fact with cardinal
continuum) subset Z˜s of elements with configuration [n − 2js q, (2js q) · 1].
Applying Step 2 to the sets Z˜s , we obtain the configuration [n− (2j1 + · · · + 2jm−1)q, ((2j1 +
· · ·+2jm−1)q) ·1] versus the elements of Z˜m with configuration [n−2jmq, (2jmq) ·1]. The result
follows by Corollary 15, since (n − (2j1 + · · · + 2jm−1)q) + (n − 2jmq) = 2n − ql  n.
In the case m = 1 we have l = 2j . We apply j − 1 times Step 1. We obtain two times the set
Z(j−1) containing a continuum of elements with configuration [n−2j−1q, (2j−1q) ·1]. As 2(n−
2j−1q) = 2n− lq  2n− n = n, Corollary 15 applies to two such elements and the existence of
a density follows. 
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